We present Lick spectral indices for a complete sample of 139 candidate super metal-rich stars of different luminosity class (MK type from V to I). For 91 of these stars we were able to identify, in an accompanying paper (Malagnini et al. 2000) , the fundamental atmosphere parameters. This confirms that at least 2/3 of the sample consists of stars with [Fe/H] in excess of +0.1 dex.
Introduction
A fair recognition of super metal-rich (SMR) stars in the solar neighborhood remains a crucial issue to confidently assess the problem of metallicity estimate in the Galaxy bulge and external galaxies, via population synthesis models.
In the classical works on the subject (Spinrad and Taylor 1969) , the definition of SMR candidates mostly relied on the relative chemical abundance with respect to the Hyades and set the nominal threshold for SMR stars at [Fe/H] > +0.2 dex (that is a metal abundance Z in excess of 50% on the solar abundance).
Both the metallicity scale for the bulge stellar population (Frogel 1999) as well as the individual estimates of Z for the most metal-rich template stars in the disk (first of all the classical SMR standard µ Leo, cf. McWilliam 1997; Taylor 1999; Smith and Ruck 2000) have however been the subject of important revisions in the recent literature, although no conclusive argument seems so far to definitely settle the problem.
In this paper, we follow on the spectroscopic study of a sample of SMR candidates undertaken in Malagnini et al. (2000, hereafter Paper I) providing a detailed calibration for the main Lick narrow-band indices in the optical wavelength range. These include the two Mg indices (Mg 2 and Mgb) and the three Fe I indices of Fe5015, Fe5270, and Fe5335 (hereafter referred to in their abbreviated form, i.e. Fe50, Fe52 and Fe53, respectively; cf. Sec. 2) .
For most of these stars, we identified in Paper I the photospheric fiducial parameters (T eff , log g and [M/H]) and computed the corresponding synthetic spectra according to the Chavez et al. (1997) theoretical database. Theoretical narrowband indices will be especially dealt with in Sec. 3, where we address the problem of a possible non-solar [Mg/Fe] chemical partition of our SMR candidates.
Metallicity estimate in external galaxies should forcedly rely on population synthesis models by matching integrated indices for the whole stellar aggregate. This is usually done by means of the so-called "fitting function" technique (Worthey et al. 1994, hereafter W94; Buzzoni et al. 1992, B92, and Buzzoni et al. 1994, B94) , that is by fitting index behaviour for local stars and implementing this analytical framework in the synthesis code. It is of paramount importance, in this sense, to confidently validate fitting function predictions also to super-solar metallicity regimes. This is done in Sec. 4, where we check our observations against the W94, B92 and B94 fitting sets.
The Mg 2 vs. Fe52 plot could reveal a simple and powerful tool for stellar diagnostics both for individual objects and stellar aggregates. Its major advantage over the classical c-m diagrams is to be both reddening free and distance independent. In Sec. 5 we will discuss in some detail its possible applications by referring to our stellar sample.
Observations and system calibration
The original set of observations of this work consists of 139 bright stars (V < 8 mag) in the spectral range between F and M and luminosity class between I and V, selected from three main reference sources for metallicity in the literature.
Dwarf stars (class V-IV) mainly come from the general catalog of Cayrel de Strobel et al. (1997) , while giants (class III to I) are mostly from Taylor (1991) . This two data sources have then be completed with the work of W94 in order to include a set of primary calibrators to the Lick system, and provide a more homogeneous distribution among all luminosity classes.
Each of our SMR candidates is quoted to have at least one determination of [Fe/H] ≥ +0.1 from high-resolution abundance studies in the literature.
This working sample has been observed during three runs, between December 1995 and August 1996, at the 2.12m f/12 telescope of the INAOE "G. Haro" Observatory in Cananea (Mexico). We collected Böller and Chivens mid-dispersion (35Å/mm) spectra at R = λ/∆λ = 2000 inverse resolution (namely some 2.5Å FWHM) in the wavelength range between 4600 and 5500Å. Full details of the observing setup as well as of the data reduction can be found in Paper I.
A total of 100 stars had two or more observations along different nights while 39 stars were observed only once. Typically, a pixel-to-pixel S/N ratio greater than 50 was achieved in the 250 ob-served spectra.
Wavelength calibration eventually provided a ±0.09Å accuracy, while spectral energy distribution (SED) of stars was obtained within a ±10% relative flux level. Flux rebinning to a fixed ∆λ/pixel ratio was performed preserving the total number of pixels as in the original observations.
Multiple observations also allowed us an independent estimate of the internal uncertainty of the whole data set. They confirmed in particular a pixel-to-pixel photon noise better than ±0.02 mag, in agreement with the observed S/N ratio, with the only relevant exception of star HD 36389, which had poorer observations and S/N = 6 (cf. Table 1 in Paper I). Repeated observations for each star were eventually co-added after calibration in order to obtain one mean spectrum for each object. Table 1 reports a full summary of the observed stellar sample listing in columns (1)-(4) respectively the HD number, spectral type, number of collected spectra, and mean flux uncertainty as from the standard deviation of the relative flux for repeated observations. 
Matching the Lick system
Three striking features of Fe I and the atomicmolecular blend of Mg I and MgH are present in the wavelength range of our spectra.
Each of these features has been included in the narrow-band spectral indices of the Lick system (Faber et al. 1977) , in its recent extension by W94. A measure of the line strength is provided in this system by interpolating a local continuum (f c ) from two side bands adjacent to each relevant feature, and evaluating therefrom a pseudoequivalent width (E.W.) such as
where ∆λ f is the width of the spectral window centered on the absorption feature. For some molecular blends, it is useful to define an index in magnitude scale (I mag ) so that
Both formalisms are however equivalent (cf. also Brodie and Huchra 1990) as
For each star in our sample, the Lick indices of Fe50, Fe52, Fe53, Mg 2 and Mgb have been computed in the instrumental system, following W94.
To account for the different spectral resolution of our observations, calibration to the standard system has been accomplished by matching the index calibrators in common with W94, B92 and B94, using the latter ones as a "check sample" in our fit.
We especially restrained our analysis to stars of class V-IV-III since class I-II supergiants are often variable stars and are therefore less confident calibrators.
A total of 36 stars were found in common with W94, with all available indices, 3 while 13 secondary calibrators appeared in the B92 and B94 sample with standard Mg 2 , Fe52 and Fe53 index measurements.
A zero-average (O-C) residual distribution (in the sense [Observed -Standard] ) was eventually obtained with the following set of transformation equations:
In the equations, the input indices are the observed ones (that is in the instrumental system). After calibration, the residual standard deviation for the W94 primary calibrators and the B92/B94 "check sample", resulted Table 1 . When available from Paper I, column (10) provides the fiducial metallicity, while column (11) marks the reference calibrators in common with W94, B92 and B94.
A convenient estimate of the internal uncertainty of the whole data sample can easily derive from the typical pixel-to-pixel S/N ratio, recalling that σ(flux) = (S/N ) −1 mag. For each index, therefore, in a magnitude scale we could write
where N red , N blue and N f eat are the number of pixels in the red and blue continuum side bands, and in the feature window, respectively. To translate from magnitudes toÅ equivalent width, we simply have
The typical internal error bar of our data eventually resulted in
Note that the latter quantities consistently compare with the point scatter of eq. (5). This confirms that no residual variance was left in the data after transformation to the standard system via eq. (4).
The fiducial synthetic spectra
For 73 of the stars in Table 1 (nearly all those of luminosity classes V-III), we identified in Paper I a best choice for the atmosphere fundamental parameters available from high-resolution studies in the literature. In the following, this will be referred to as a "fair" sample. A further subsample of 18 stars had a formal atmosphere solution in our work, but with lower statistical confidence. The total of 91 stars will compose our "extended" sample.
Operationally, in Paper I our strategy was to compute, for each high-resolution parameter set, the corresponding synthetic spectrum from the Chavez et al. (1997) database and pick up the better fit to our mid-resolution spectra. This procedure allowed us to assess physical self-consistency of the high-resolution outputs and provide the best values for log T eff , log g and [Fe/H].
In our analysis we had to face of course some intervening limitations of the Chavez et al. (1997) database, based on Kurucz (1993) models, at lower temperature and gravity. While, from one hand, the plane-parallel layer approximation is no longer valid in the model atmosphere for low-gravity stars (log g < 1.5 dex), the incomplete sampling of the molecular contribution leads, on the other hand, to a poor representation of the SED in case of stars cooler than 4000 K.
In addition, when dealing with mid-resolution spectra, a study of our synthetic spectra showed that some unavoidable degeneracy in the allowed range of the atmosphere physical parameters is present, and statistically equivalent best fits to the observations may be provided by theoretical spectra with slightly different combinations of the distinctive parameters.
For example, we verified that the effect of any change in the effective temperature of a star can be compensated by a combined change of gravity and metallicity such as
Therefore, a warmer fitting temperature would accordingly imply a higher surface gravity and metallicity.
The [Fe/H] vs. T eff dependence even more magnifies in case we set gravity in the fitting synthetic spectra. Our tests show that
(11) On the other hand, an opposite trend would result between gravity and metallicity in case we could fix the fitting temperature:
that is a higher metal abundance is required to balance "too shallower" absorption features in a spectrum in case of a lower surface gravity.
While therefore our mid-resolution observations alone prevented a univocal fit to the data, they allowed, though, to discriminate among different high-resolution parameter sets, and single out the best one for each star.
A total of 64 out of 91 stars in the "extended" sample resulted to be consistent with a metal abundance [Fe/H] ≥ 0.1 dex suggesting that about 2/3 of the whole sample of 139 stars are actually composed by bona fide SMR stars.
As for the observed spectra, narrow-band spectral indices have been computed also for the corresponding set of synthetic spectra, and transformed to the Lick system by means of the empirical calibration of eq. (4).
In Fig. 2 we report the final residuals for the corresponding subsample of index calibrators with available fiducial model (the (O-C) residual distribution is now in the sense [Synthetic -Standard] ). This consists of 25 primary reference stars in the W94 sample and 9 stars from the B92 and B94 list.
Point scatter in Fig. 2 is slightly higher compared with the observations (especially for the Magnesium indices and Fe50). This can be regarded as a measure of the "internal uncertainty" in the theoretical models due to the intrinsic limitation of the input physics:
34 stars.
(13)
Index calibration and atmosphere parameters
A more direct hint of the accuracy of the atmosphere fundamental parameters, at least for the 91 stars in our "extended sample", can be done by comparing the (O-C) distribution (in the sense [Observed -Synthetic]) vs. fiducial set of temperature, gravity and metallicity. We especially focussed on the Mg 2 index and the "combined" Fe index defined as < Fe >= (Fe52 + Fe53)/2 (Faber et al. 1985) .
The (O-C) trend vs. surface gravity and temperature parameter Θ = 5040/T eff is studied in Fig. 3 . While a better match is achieved for the "fair sample" (solid dots), an increasing fraction of Both in the Mg 2 and < Fe > plots, four outliers, namely stars HD 36389 (sp. type M2Iab), HD 88230 (K8V), HD 146051 (M0.5III), and HD 157881 (K7V), display a very negative (O-C). These are the four coolest stars in our sample with T eff ≤ 4000 K. As discussed in B92 and Chavez et al. (1996) , most of this discrepancy arises from poor knowledge of molecular line opacities at cooler temperatures. This makes the atmosphere pseudocontinuum at 5000-5300Å higher, and the relevant indices stronger. These four stars will be excluded from further analyses, and we are therefore left with 72 stars for the "fair" sample and 87 stars for the "extended" sample.
According to the fiducial atmosphere parameters of Paper I, the resulting metallicity scale is explored in Fig. 4 . As for Two opposite trends in the (O-C) distribution might be envisaged, in this respect, depending whether they are induced by a biased set of atmosphere parameters or rather by a non-solar abundance partition for [Mg/Fe] . In the first case, a mismatch of either T eff and/or log g would reflect in a nominal metallicity shift (in force of eqs. (10) As expected, the four coolest stars in the sample (T eff ≤ 4000 K) are poorly matched by the models while the remaining point distribution is consistent with a zero-average residual. These four outliers will not enter any further analysis.
As far as the the "fair" sample is accounted for in our analysis (cf. solid dots distribution in Fig. 5 ) no statistically significant trend between Mg and Fe indices is evident within a 2-σ confidence level. As expected, most of the deviating points in the figure belong to the "extended" sample, and the correlated distribution in the latter case is therefore induced as a result of the less accurate atmosphere fit.
In conclusion, we have therefore no evident sign of a systematic trend in the [Mg/Fe] relative abundance, and a standard chemical partition seems consistent with the data.
Comparison with index fitting functions
Lick narrow-band indices have proven to be an useful diagnostic tool not only to probe atmosphere physical properties in individual stars but also for studying stellar populations as a whole (Buzzoni 1995 (Buzzoni , 1996 Worthey et al. 1992 Worthey et al. , 1996 .
In particular, population synthesis models have made extensive use of the "fitting function" technique to compute integrated indices for theoretical stellar systems.
This procedure relies on analytical fits of the index strength vs. stellar fundamental parameters (namely log T eff , log g, and [Fe/H]) across the H-R diagram, and allows spectroscopic features to be synthesized for stellar aggregates even by means of low-resolution models of the integrated SED.
For example, if an index I can be defined for individual stars in a magnitude scale like in eq. (2), then by summing up on the whole stellar population, we have
If the dex term in the r.h. upper sum can be evaluated analytically for each composing star, then the integrated index simply follows in terms of the total continuum luminosity of the whole population, L tot = * f c (i) (see B92 for a first application of this technique to the Mg 2 synthesis).
Analytical fitting functions for Iron and Magnesium indices have been provided by B92, B94 and Gorgas et al. (1993) . The latter set of equations has then been revised by W94 including a larger number of features in the optical wavelength range and calibrating vs. effective temperature.
It could be useful to test self-consistency of these functions also in the SMR regime in order to secure their application to the synthesis of metalrich stellar environments, like in the case of the Galaxy bulge or external early-type galaxies.
A first check in this sense can be done by studying the index residuals of our observations both with respect to the B92, B94 and W94 sets of fitting functions. Figure 6 summarizes our results for Mg 2 .
Both (O-C) distributions in the figure are consistent with a zero average residual confirming that the two sets of equations properly account for high-metallicity stars. The W94 fitting function is slightly more accurate than the B92 one (point spread for the "fair sample" is σ(Mg 2 ) = ±0.031 mag vs. σ(Mg 2 ) = ±0.049 mag for the latter case), but at cost of a more elaborated analytical fit consisting of four different polynomials along the temperature range of stars.
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A similar behaviour is also found for the < Fe > index (cf. Fig. 7 ) with σ(< Fe >) = ±0.61Å with respect to B94, and σ(< Fe >) = ±0.30Å with respect to the W94 three-branch fit. We verified that the skewed positive residuals with respect to B94, evident from the figure, mostly come from the warmer stars in the sample (T eff 6700 K) for which the fitting function predicts a vanishing Fe52 index.
The Fe50 and Mgb features have been accounted only by W94. Fitting function predictions are compared with observations in Fig. 8 . Data seem more poorly matched, compared with Mg 2 and < Fe >, with a more important (O-C) spread (σ(Fe50) = ±0.95Å, and σ(Mgb) = ±0.83Å for Fig. 8 is explored vs. stellar gravity. The drift in the data distribution indicates that log g dependence is not fully accounted for by the W94 fitting functions. The residual variance is the main responsible for the poorer match to the observations in Fig. 8 . the "fair sample"), and a non-zero (O-C) average.
If we explore the (O-C) distribution vs. stellar surface gravity (cf. Fig. 9 ) the drift of the data is even increased confirming that log g dependence has not been fully accounted for by the W94 fitting functions. This residual variance is expected to induce a biased measure of the integrated Fe50 and Mgb as far as population synthesis models are computed relying on the W94 theoretical framework. Special caution should therefore be recommended in the synthesis of these indices.
Fitting functions and index fit
Although each of the B92, B94 and W94 fitting functions assures a convenient representation of the Mg 2 and < Fe > indices in the metallicity range of our observations, it is however worth to briefly discuss here a possible important bias dealing with any unwarranted use of the fitting function technique to reproduce stellar indices.
The problem could be of paramount importance in case of population synthesis models, where fitting functions are used to a systematic prediction of index behaviour across the whole H-R diagram and often beyond the boundary limits of the formal fitting domain.
An instructive example in this sense is given in Fig. 10 , where we compare Mg 2 distribution of our stellar sample with the B92 and W94 analytical output. In order to span the whole range of temperature, to our stars we also added the Mg 2 measurements of eight Gliese red dwarfs from B92 in both panels) and ten M dwarfs from the Gorgas et al. (1993) sample with 3000 < T eff < 4300 K, according to the (V − K) vs. T eff calibration of W94 (cf. Table 6 therein). A set of 16 field M giants with T eff < 3900 K, from Table A2C of W94, is also included in the figure to span low-gravity stars.
To ease comparison, our observations have been corrected for metallicity and reconducted to [Fe/H] = 0 by subtracting the [Fe/H] polynomial term according to the different fitting sets. In each panel of the figure, three theoretical loci are computed for log g = 5.0, 2.0 and -1.0 dex at solar metallicity. In order to span the whole range of temperature, also Mg 2 measurements of eight Gliese red dwarfs from B92 ("⋆" markers) have been added in both panels together with ten M dwarfs from the Gorgas et al. (1993) sample ("△"). The low-gravity range is also spanned by a set of 16 field M giants with T eff < 3900 K, from W94 (" "). The B92 and W94 fitting functions have been computed for log g = 5.0, 2.0 and -1.0 dex, as labelled in each panel. Below 3900 K the W94 fit is insensitive to stellar gravity so that the log g = 2 and -1 curves merge. A solar metallicity is assumed throughout in the models. b Index calibrator in common with Worthey et al. (1994) [W] or Buzzoni et al. (1992 Buzzoni et al. ( , 1994 [B]
While both fitting sets properly comprise our data distribution (thus confirming the adequacy of the fit, as we discussed in previous section), it is however evident that a different trend for the Mg 2 index is predicted at low temperature.
Compared with W94, for Θ 1.3 (T eff 3900 K) the B92 fitting function shows a steeper increase in the Mg index. This better matches the red-dwarf data, although some marginal evidence exists for an overestimate of the M giants. On the other hand, the W94 fit predicts slightly lower values for Mg 2 throughout in the low-temperature range, and partially misses the red-dwarf data. Moreover, an artificial glitch is evident in one of the fitting branches of the W94 set at about Θ = 0.8 − 1.0 for log g = 2.
Such a different behaviour in the H-R diagram description directly reflects in the theoretical output when computing integrated indices for population synthesis models. This explain, for instance, the systematically lower values for Mg 2 in the Worthey (1994) simple stellar population models compared with B92.
The Mg 2 vs. Fe52 diagnostics
Given a selective dependence on the atmosphere fundamental parameters, a combined study of the Mg and Fe Lick indices could give direct hints on the distinctive parameters of stars.
A two-index plot, like in Fig. 11 , summarizes in facts most of the relevant features of a c-m diagram but with a major advantage to be both reddening free and distance independent, and points therefore to the intrinsic properties of stars.
In the upper panel of the figure we study the "fair sample" distribution in the Mg 2 vs. Fe52 index domain with two [Fe/H] = +0.22 dex isochrones of 3 and 15 Gyr from the Buzzoni (1989) synthesis code. Surface gravity of stars in our sample has been singled out for a better comparison with the models, while the main evolutionary phases for both isochrones have been labelled on the plot.
A quite good agreement exists between highgravity stars (log g > 3.5 dex) and the main sequence locus confirming that objects as young as 3 Gyr are present in our sample. This makes a Mg 2 /Fe52 plot a simple and very powerful tool to estimate age of stellar populations.
Stars of intermediate gravity (2.0 ≥ log g ≥ 3.5) consistently "bunch" around the expected locus for the core Helium-burning stars (both the horizontal branch phase of low-mass stars or the first blue loop of high-mass objects) while a lack of objects close to the tip of the red-and asymptotic giant branches (that is for a vanishing value of Fe52 with Mg 2 0.4 in the plot) seem to indicate a prevailing presence in our sample of high-mass stars (M > 2M ⊙ ) developing a non-He-degenerate red giant phase.
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